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Abstract

Recently,optimizationtechniquesare increasinglybeing used for per-

forming nonlinearstructuralanalysis. The developmentof element-by-element

(EBE) preconditionedconjugategradient (CG) techniquesis expectedto extend

this trend to linearanalysis. Under these circumstancesthe structural

design problemcan be viewed as a nestedoptimizationproblem. The present

paper Suggeststhat there are computationalbenefitsto treatingthis nested

problemas a large singleoptimizationproblem. That is, the response

variables(such as displacements)and the structuralparametersare all

treated as design variablesin a unifiedformulationwhich performssimul-

taneouslythe design and analysis. Two examplesare used for demonstration.

A seventy-twobar truss is optimizedsubjectto linear stress constraints

and a wing-box structureis optimizedsubjectto nonlinearcollapseconstraints.

Both examplesshow substantialcomputationalsavingswith the unifiedapproach

as comparedto the traditionalnested approach.

Introduction

Structuraloptimizationwas initiallybased on the calculusof

• variations. A typicalproblemwas solved by obtainingthe Euler-Lagrange

optimalitydifferentialequationsand solvingthem simultaneouslywith the

differentialequationsof the structuralresponse. This approach is still



used today for the optimizationof individualstructuralelementssuch as

beam-columns(Ref. l). However,for built-upstructuresmodeledby finite

elements,a nested approachis typical. Resizingrules based on optimality

criteria requirethat the structuralresponsebe calculatedrepeatedlyfor °

each set of trial structural•designvariables(see, for example,Ref. 2).

This preferencefor the nested ratherthan the simultaneousapproach is

probablydue to the simplicityof the structuralresizingrules which are

possiblewhen the structuralresponseis known. This simplicitycontrasts

with the difficultyof solvingthe large systemsof nonlinearalgebraic

equationswhich are obtainedfrom a simultaneousformulation.

In the last twenty-fiveyears direct searchmethodshave been gaining

ground as the standardfor structuraloptimization. These techniquesare

commonlyused in a nestedapproach. That is, the structuralanalysis

equationsare repeatedlysolved duringeach design iteration. Part of the

reason for the popularityof the nestedapproachis that the structural

analysisequationsare solved by techniqueswhich are quite differentthan

those used for the design optimization. An exceptionis the design of a

structuresubjectto constraintson its collapseload. There, the analysis

problem("limitanalysis")is often approximatedas a linear programand

solved by the simplexmethod. The structuraldesign problemin that case

("limitdesign") is easily formulatedas a single linear programwith the

element forcesand structuralparametersboth treatedas design variables

(Ref. 3, for example).
I

In the late sixties,Schmit,Fox and their coworkers(Refs.4-6) tried

to unify the treatmentof structuralanalysisand design by employing

conjugategradient(CG)minimizationtechniquesfor solvinglinearstructural



analysisproblems. They found that the optimizationmethodswere not

competitivewith the traditionaldirect Gaussianeliminationtechniques.

More recentlytechniquesfor unconstrainedminimizationhave become
Q

more efficientand their applicationto structuralanalysis has become

more feasible(e.gV Ref. 7). The emergenceof the preconditioned

conjugategradienttechniques (e.g.,Ref. 8) and the element-by-element

(EBE) formulationsof Hughes and coworkers(Ref. 9) make CG methods

particularlyattractivefor.structuralanalysis.

In view of the increasinguse of optimizationmethodsfor structural

analysis,there is merit in consideringagain the simultaneousapproachto

analysisand design. When optimizationtechniquesare used for structural

analysisthe design problembecomesa nestedoptimizationproblem. Such

nested problemscan, indeed,often benefitcomputationallyfrom a single

level treatmentthat disregardsthe nested structure(Ref. lO). The present

paper investigatesthe use of the simultaneousanalysisand design approach

for linear and nonlinearproblems. An EBE preconditionedCG method is

appliedto a linearanalysisproblem,and Newton'smethod is used for design

subjectto a nonlinearcollapseload constraint.



Linear StructuralAnalysisand the Conjugate
GradientMethod

In the linear case the finiteelementdiscretizationof a structure
6

typicallyleads to a systemof linear equations

R z KU- F = 0 (1)

where K is a stiffnessmatrix,U a displacementvectorand F a load vector.

Eq. (1) is usuallysolved by Gaussianelimination,but it can also be

solved by minimizingthe function

f(U) = I/2 (U-u)TK(u-u) (2)

where U is the solutionof Eq. (1). Clearlythe minimum of f is obtained

for U = U. The functionf(U) may be minimizedeven though U is unknownbecause

its gradientG may be calculatedwithout using U

G = vf = K(U-U) = KU-F (3)

Applyingthe conjugategradient(CG) method to the minimizationof f is

often very expensivebecausethe secondderivativematrix of _which is K_

usuallyhas a high conditionnumber. This problemcan be remediedif we

have an approximationB to K. Then B can be used to "precondition"the

problem. The preconditionedCG algorithmis summarizedin the Appendix.

While any reasonableapproximationto the inverseof K would solve the



ill conditioningproblem,the method is economicalonly if B-I is cheap to

calculatecomparedto K-l. When K is very poorly bandedone approach is

to obtain B by an incompletefactorizationof K (e.g.,Ref. ll). Another

approachwhich is attractiveis the element-by-element(EBE) techniqueof

Hughes (Ref. 9). Reference9 presentsseveralformulationsfor obtainingB,

and the one used herein is given in the Appendix.

SimultaneousAnalysisand Design: Linear Case

The structuraldesign problemmay be formulatedas

find X to minimizem(X)

subjectto gj(U,X)_0 j = l,...m (4)

where m is an objectivefunction,X a vectorof design parametersand gj

constraintfunctionssuch as stressand displacementconstraints. In addition,

the displacementvectorU must satisfyEq. (1) where both K and F may depend

on X. The optimizationproblemis usuallysolved by repeatedlycalculating

U and its derivativeswith respectto the componentsof X, xj. U is calculated
dU

from Eq. (1) and d--_iscalculatedeither by differentiatingEq. (1) or by
J

finite differences. Based on U and its derivativesthe constraintfunctions

gj and their derivativescan be evaluatedand a numericaloptimizationtechnique

can use this informationto improveX.

This approachis wastefulbecausethe displacementvector U is calculated

exactly for each trial design X. A simultaneousapproachtreats X and U equally

as design variablesand solvesthe followingexpanded problem
G

find X,U to minimizem(X)

Subjectto

gj(X,U)_0 j = l,..,m

5



and

R = KU - F = 0 (5)

The equations of equilibrium are treated here as equality constraints.

The optimization technique used here to solve problem (5) is a penalty ._

function technique. An application of a standard penalty technique replaces

(5) by

m c i
minimize @(X,U,r) = cm(X) + r z p[gj(X,U)] + -- RTRj:l vfr

for

r : r l,r2,...

where

ri. 0 (6)

where

p(g) = l--[(g/go)2 - 3g/g o + 3] (7)
go

is an extended interior penalty function (Ref. 12) with go being a

transition parameter. The constants c and cI are chosen to balance the

contribution of the objective function, inequality constraints and equality

constraints to € (see Ref. 13 for details). If the minimization of € is

accomplished by the CGmethod then the RTRterm presents a problem

RTR: (KU-F)T(Ku-F) (8)

so that the second derivative matrix of RTRwith respect to U is KTK.

Unfortunately, the condition number of KTK is the square of that of K so

that the optimization of € by the CGmethod would proceed extremely slowly.

It is tempting to replace the term RTRby the function f defined by Eq. (2).

However, while the derivatives of f with respect to the displacement can be

calculated (see Eq. (3)) without knowing the exact displacement vector U,

6



the derivativesof f with respectto X cannot.

It is due to the ill-conditioningof @ that the idea of simultaneous

analysisand design has not been pursuedin the past. The solutionproposed
4

here is to replacethe term RTR by RTB'IR so that
8

m . C_IRTB-1
_(X,U,r)= cm(X) + rz p[gj(X,U)] R (9)

j=l Vz-r

BecauseB is an approximationto K-l the RTBR term has similarconditioning

as f.

Anotherway of avoidingthe ill-conditioningdue to the RTR term is to

use Newton'smethod insteadof the CG method. This option is explored in the

• next section.



Simultaneous Analysis and Design: Nonlinear Case

The formulation described in the previous section can also be used in

the case where R is a nonlinear function of U. In that case B would be an

approximation to the Jacobian of R. To broaden the scope of the dis-

cussion_ a different nonlinear formulation based on collapse techniques

(Ref. 13) is presented below. This formulation contains a combination of

linear and nonlinear analyses and demonstrates the option of solving the

nonlinear analysis problem simultaneously with the design problem while treat-

ing the linear analysis sequentially.

Reference 13 considers a structure which is subject to some load

conditions when it is intact, and to other load conditions when it is damaged.

For the sake of simplicity only one load case in each condition is treated

here. In its undamaged condition the structure is subject to displacement

constraints

gdi(X,U) _0 i = l,...,n d (I0)

stress constraints

gsi_,U) _0 i = l,...,n s (II)

and buckling constraints

gbi(X,U) _ 0 i = l,...,n b (12)

The displacement U can be calculated from the linear analysis

KU = FI (13)

where FI is the load applied to the undamagedstructure. For the damaged

structure, large deformation and post-buckling response can be tolerated as °

long as the structure does not collapse. In this case, an approximate

8



calculationof the collapseload can be performedby assumingthat the

equationsof compatibilitycan be disregarded. That is, we assume that

after yieldingor bucklingthe internal loads begin to redistribute,with

yieldedand buckledelementsbecoming"soft"and undergoinglarge deformations.

The situationis idealizedhere by assumingzero post-bucklingor post-yielding

stiffness. That is, the yieldedor buckledelementcontinuesto carry the load

that it carriedat the onset of bucklingor yielding,and that load does not

increasewith additionaldeformation. The collapseload is reachedwhen no

amount of internalload redistributioncan balancethe appliedloads. To take

advantageof the above assumptionfor calculatingthe collapseload, the

elementforces are used as the unknownsin the equationsof equilibriuminstead

of the displacements. That is, the equationof equilibriumare written as

ET = fF D (14)

where E is a matrix which depends only on the initial geometry of the structure,

T is a vector of element internal loads, FD is the design load for the damaged

structure, and f is a safety factor. For statically indeterminate structures

the matrix E is rectangular and it is not possible to determine T uniquely

from Eq. (14). Instead, based on the assumptions that we made, the structure

will not collapse if it is possible to find a solution to Eq. (14) for f : 1

such that the stress and buckling constraints are satisfied. These constraints

are rewritten in terms of T as

, gsi(T)_ 0 i = l,...,ns (15)

. gbi(T)_0 i = I,....,nb (16)

The constraintthat the structuredoes not collapseat the appliedload



may be writtenas

fmax> l (17)

where fmax is the maximumvalue of f that may be obtainedby selectingT

that satisfiesEqs. (14-16).

In Reference13 the design problemwas posed as

find X to minimize m(X)

subjectto

gdi(U) >_0 i = l,...,nd

gsi(U) >_0 i = l,...,ns

gbi(U)>0 i = l,...,nb (18)

and

fmax > l

where U was obtainedby a direct solution(Gaussianelimination)of Eq.

(13) and fmax was obtainedby solvinga maximizationproblem. The calcu-

lation of the displacementvector U and the collapsemargin of safety

fmax representsthe structuralanalysisand had to be repeatedmany times

as the optimizationwith respectto X proceeded. However,the calculation

of fmax was by far more costly than the calculationof U. For this reason,

the techniqueof simultaneousanalysisand design is appliedhere only to

the collapseconstraint. That is, the design problemis rewrittenas

find X,T to minimize m(X)

subjectto

gdi(U) >_0 i = l,...,nd '

gsi(U) >_0 i --l,...,ns

gbi(U) >_0 i = l,...,nt

ET = fFD

lO



gsi(T)>__0 i = l,...,ns

gbi(T)>_0 i = l,...,nb

, f >_l (19)

• where U is calculatedfrom Eq. (13). The optimizationproblem (19) is

solved by a penaltyfunctionapproachby minimizingan augmentedobjective

function
nd ns

_(X,T,r)= cm(X) + r _ p[gdi(U)]+ r _=_p[gsi(U)]+ p[gsi(T)]_i=l

nb cl

+ r _=iIp[gbi(U)]+ p[gbi(T)]} +_ (ET-fFD)T(ET-fFD)+ rp(f-l)

(20)

To overcomethe ill-conditioningcoming from the penaltydue to the equations

of equilibrium,Newton'smethod ratherthan a preconditionedCG method was

employed. This was motivatedby the fact that unlike the matrix K, the

matrix E is not a functionof the design variablesso that secondderivatives

are easier to calculate. The secondderivativesof the penaltyterms for

the undamagedstructurewere approximatedby using Only first derivativesof

the constraints(see Ref. 12).
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RESULTSANDDISCUSSION

Linear Analysis

The example used for demonstrating the usefulness of an EBE pre-

conditioned CGmethod for the linear case is a 72 bar truss shown in

Figure I. The loading and the stress allowables are given in Table I.

The difference between the regular CGmethod and the EBE preconditioned

CGmethod is shown in Figure 2 which shows the convergence of the stress

in member I. It is clear from Figure 2 that the convergence of the pre-

conditioned CGmethod is much faster than of the regular CGmethod.

Next, the truss was optimized subject to stress constraints. The

cross-sectional areas of the 72 memberswere the design variables. The

optimization was performed three different ways. First the traditional

sequential approach was employed using a standard truss finite element

analysis to calculate stresses and the NEWSUMToptimization program (Ref. 14)

to optimize the cross-sectional areas. The derivatives of the constraints

were calculated by finite differences. The second optimization was carried

out by a CGpackage based on Beale's restarted CGalgorithm (Ref. 15)

applied to the penalty function formulation of Eq. (6). The design vari-

ables were both the 72 cross-sectional area and the 48 nonzero displace-

ment components. Finally the same optimization was repeated with the

modified formulation of Eq. (9) where the EBE approximate matrix B was

calculated for the initial design and not updated as the design changed.

The results of the three optimizations are summarized in Table 2. As can

be seen from Table 2 the use of the EBE-generated approximate inverse

reduced the number of constraint evaluations and CPUtime by an order of

12



magnitude. The comparison with the traditional sequential optimization

approach is more difficult because its cost is inflated by the use of

finite difference derivatives, and the optimization method is different.

Even so, it does appear that the simultaneous optimization approach could

be expected to be better than the traditional sequential approach.

The results of the 72 bar truss were obtained for a single load case.

Whenmultiple load cases need to be considered the CGmethod is at a

disadvantage compared to direct methods. In such cases the simultaneous

approach could rely on Newton's method. The use of Newton's method is

demonstrated now for a nonlinear problem.

Nonlinear Analysis

Reference 13 discusses the design for damage tolerance of the wing-

box structure shown in Figure 3. The box is 3.56 m (140 in.) long, 2.24 m

(88 in.) wide, and 38 cm (15 in.) deep. As shown in Fig. 3, the wing box

is clamped at the root and a variable load is applied at the tip. The

loads applied at the four tip nodes are 8163, 17,000, 17,000, and 34,000

kg (18,000, 37,500, and 75,000 Ib). The upper and lower wing-skin panels

are modeled by membraneelements, and the webs of the ribs and spars are

modeled by shear web elements. The spar caps and vertical posts at the

rib-spar intersections are modeled by rod elements. The wing is assumed

to be madeof 7075 aluminum alloy.

The finite element model employs a single quadrilateral membrane

• element to represent a skin panel bounded by ribs and spars. The model

has 32 grid points and 75 finite elements. Design variables are distri-

buted so that there is one design variable for the thickness of each cover

skin between adjacent ribs (i.e., constant chordwise distribution), one

13



design variableassignedto the thicknessof each spar web betweenribs,

one design variableassignedto the area of each spar cap betweenribs,

and one design variableassignedto the thicknessof each rib. The cross-

sectionalareas of the verticalposts at the rib-spar intersectionsare
8

held constant. The total numberof design variablesis 45. The design

constraintsare stressconstraints[503MPa (73,000psi) allowablestress,

using the von Mises yield criterion],bucklingconstraintsfor panels

and shear webs, and side constraints. The side constraintswere 0.5 mm

(0.02 in.)minimum gage for skin panels,0.65 cm2 (O.l in.2) minimum area

for spar caps, and 3.9 cm2 (0.6 in.2) maximumarea for spar caps.

The computationtime with the traditionalsequentialapproachwas

7000 CPU sec. on a CDC Cyber-173computer. The simultaneousapproach

requiredonly 160O CPU sec. The final designs had similardesign variable

distributionwith less than I% differencein mass.

CONCLUDINGREMARKS

Nonlinearstructuralanalysisis usuallyperformedby iterative

methods. Recently iterativealgorithmsare becomingcompetitiveeven for

linearanalysis. The presentpaper investigatedthe possibilityof inter-

facingthe analysis iterationswith design optimizationiterationsand

combiningthe two in a singleoptimizationproblem.

For linear problemsa seventy-two-bartruss examplewas used to show

that the Element-by-Elementapproximateinverseof the stiffnessmatrix can

be used to speed the convergenceof the simultaneousanalysis-designcon- °

vergenceby an order of magnitude.

For a nonlinearwing-boxdamage-toleranceexampleemployingcollapse

techniques,the simultaneousapproachreducedthe computationtime by

better than a factorof four.

14



Appendix- The EBE PreconditionedCG Method

The flow chart for solvingthe linearsystem KU = F is

° Step l: Initializationm = O, Uo = O, Ro = F, Po = Zo = B-IRo

= mTZmlPmTKPm• Step 2: am R

Step 3: Um+l = Um + _mPm

Step 4: Rm+l = Rm - _mKPm

Step 5: Convergencecheck

IIRm+]ll<a ?
Yes: Return

No: Continue

Step 6: Zm+l = B-IRm+l

Step 7: Bm = Rm+ITZm+I/RmTZm

Step 8: Pm+l = Zm+l + BmPm

Incrementm and go to step 2

The matrix B is an approximationof K obtained (Ref. 9) as

B = WI/2 C WI/2

v:hereW is a diagonalscalingmatrix taken here to be the diagonalof the
m

matrix K. The matrixC is a productof factoredelementmatricesgiven

• below. For each finite elementwe generatethe factorization

I + _e = LpeD;(L;)T

15



where

_e : W-I/2 (Ke _ De)w-I/2

Ke is the elementstiffnessmatrix and De is a diagonalmatrix composedof

the diagonalterms of Ke. The matrix C is then given as

Inel 1 In_l ] [ 1 " T1
c: .° o_ ,, (_

e=l Lp Le=l e=nel

and nel is the number of finite elements. The factorization of C is

performed completely at the element level.

16



Table 1 Definitionof
72-BarSpace Truss
(U. S. CustomaryUnits)

Material : Aluminum

• Young'sModulus : E = 107 psi

Specificmass : p = O.l Ibm/in3

Allowablestress : o = + 25,000 psia -

Minimumarea : D(L) " O.l in2

Uniforminitialarea : D(°) = l.O in2

Nodal loading

Load components(Ibf)
Node

X Y Z

l 5,000 5,000 -5,000

2 0 0 -5,000

3 0 0 -5,000

4 0 0 -5,000

17



Table2: Comparisonof Sequentialand Simultaneous

Analysis-DesignOptimizationfor 72 BarTruss

No. of CPU Time Final

Solution No. of Constraint IBM 3081 Weight •

Approach Method r Values Evaluations (sec) (Ib)

Sequential Newton 14 4733 (4464 185.9 95.6

for derivatives)

Simultaneous CG 12 13347 150.0 96.7

Simultaneous EBE-CG 12 665 8.8 96.7

18
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Figure i: 72-Bar Space Truss
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Figure 2: Convergenceof Stress in Member I of 72-BarTruss
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